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Computational tools are rapidly becoming an essential component of molecular

biology research� However� there is as yet relatively little attention paid to compu�

tational biology in the standard curricula of most biology programs� We describe

here some of the graduate computational biology courses we have developed in the

Center for Bioengineering at the University of Washington� with special emphasis

on instructional methods and approaches that appear to work well�

� Introduction

Computation has become a major research tool for most scienti�c disciplines��

The role of high�performance computing in the physical sciences and engi�
neering disciplines is well established� The quantitative de�nition of high�
performance computing is somewhat arbitrary� and varies from one discipline
to the next� In astrophysics� theoretical chemistry� or computational �uid dy�
namics� high�performance computing often implies giga�op �� giga�op � �
billion �oating point operations per second� calculation speeds� In other disci�
plines� computation speeds available from current RISC workstations qualify
fully as high�performance computing� In some cases� fundamental properties
of matter can be calculated as accurately as they can be measured with state�
of�the�art instrumentation� As early as �	
�� Kolos and Wolniewicz performed
extremely accurate quantum mechanical calculations for the dissociation en�
ergy of molecular hydrogen� Their result� in disagreement with the best exper�
imental measurements of that time� was later shown to be correct to within
approximately ����� percent�� Thanks to advances in numerical methods and
computer resources� airplanes or boats can be designed entirely on the com�
puter� without resort to expensive scale models or testing� For example� Boeing
proudly advertises their new ��� jumbo jet as the �rst plane to be designed �en�
tirely on computers�� � America�a Cup yachts �and many other marine vessels�
are designed primarily on computer� with little or no scale model or prototype
building prior to actual boat construction� � In other engineering design ap�
plications� model construction and testing has been abandoned completely in
favor of computer simulation� coupled with interactive computer graphics� The
Caterpillar heavy equipment manufacturer now designs the operator cabs for
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their machinery using supercomputer simulations and a virtual reality graphics
projection system developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Ap�
plications� � The virtual reality system consists of a room that is designed to
allow computer graphics images to be projected on the ceiling� �oor� and three
walls� giving the �passenger� the impression of total immersion in a computer�
generated environment �in this case� the cab of a large tractor�� Design changes
may be made almost instantly� via instructions to the simulation program run�
ning on the supercomputer� Thus� the e�ect of placing the operator controls
in a di�erent location� making the windows � percent smaller� or moving the
driver�s seat  inches closer to the windshield can be accessed immediately� Ar�
chitectural design is now done primarily on computers� and is usually coupled
with three�dimensional interactive graphics to permit architects and clients to
�walk through� a building during the design phase� � As in equipment design�
the consequences of design characteristics can be evaluated immediately� and
changes can be made and evaluated interactively� The motivations for use
of computer�based design in these applications are simple� costs and design
times are reduced signi�cantly over traditional approaches that involve con�
struction of physical models and prototypes� Computational �experiments�
can also often be used to explore conditions or situations that are unsafe or
unattainable in the laboratory� Computed�aided design and engineering is
practical in many disciplines because computational power and algorithms are
now adequate to represent the essential physics of the systems in question �e�g��
air �ow over a jet fuselage�� Extensive comparisons of computational results
with experimental data have veri�ed the accuracy and reliability of computer
modeling methods for these engineering and physical sciences applications� �

Because high�performance computing is well established in the physical and
engineering sciences� training in computational techniques is now routine in
most engineering and physical science curricula�

In contrast� high�performance computing has only recently emerged as a
major research tool in most biological disciplines� While high�performance
computing is now essential for tasks ranging from sophisticated sequence anal�
ysis to detailed biomolecular modeling� and prospects for the future appear
nearly unlimited �� there is still relatively little attention paid to computa�
tional biology in biology education� Few biology programs at present include
much formal course work or training in computation methods as part of a
general curriculum� As a result� there is a great demand for computational bi�
ology instruction� This need is �lled partially by numerous workshops o�ered
by professional societies� software vendors� and major computing facilities� but
these workshops can serve only a limited number of people in a cost�e�ective
way� It appears there is a clear need to incorporate computational biology





training in standard biology curricula in a more formal manner� This training
needs to address not only the use of powerful sequence analysis or molecular
modeling tools� but also access to and use of databases and other useful biology
resources now readily available on the World Wide Web� We describe here our
e�orts to establish appropriate computational biology courses in the Center for
Bioengineering at the University of Washington� and our experiences to date
with these courses in a general graduate curriculum�

� Course Content and Implementation

��� Computational Biology Instruction

In the Center for Bioengineering at the University of Washington� our mission
is to train interdisciplinary scientists who are able to use tools of physical and
engineering sciences� including high�performance computing tools� to study
biological molecules and systems� However� our computational biology courses
serve a much larger audience� including students and faculty from throughout
the medical school�

Our core computational biology course provides students with an introduc�
tion and overview for a wide range of computational techniques� In the course�
there is heavy emphasis on molecular modeling and simulation �re�ecting the
specialization and focus of our faculty and sta��� but protein sequence analysis
and use of biological databases and other network�accessible resources is also
prominent� The course is targeted to �rst and second year graduate students�
and it is expected that students have reasonable backgrounds in chemistry and
biochemistry upon enrollment� No attempt is made to provide �remedial� in�
struction in these areas� No prior experience with computational tools� or even
basic computing� is assumed� however� The course consists of lectures� recita�
tion sessions� and laboratory work� Lectures are used to present basic concepts
and brief review of appropriate material from chemistry and biochemistry� The
lecture material is supplemented with extensive reading assignments from the
scienti�c literature� Recitation sessions are used primarily to discuss current
literature� and to explore the ways computational biology techniques are ap�
plied in �real world� research projects� and how computational methods may
be used in conjunction with experimental studies� In the recitation sessions�
students are expected to take an active role in topic choice and discussion�
in much the same spirit as a graduate�level journal club� The laboratory is
by far the most important component of the course� In laboratory� students
become pro�cient in the use of molecular graphics software� structural and
sequence analysis tools� and network�based information search and retrieval�
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Students are also exposed to more sophisticated molecular modeling methods�
such as molecular dynamics� The laboratory exercises are divided into sepa�
rate modules� each of which emphasizes particular skills and techniques� The
modules must be completed in sequence� as each subsequent module requires
that students draw upon skills and techniques learned in the previous mod�
ules� At the beginning of the course� short modules �� week� are devoted to
computer basics such as �le management and text editor usage �this mod�
ule is for novice computer users only� and use of network resources such as
databases or computational tools accessible through the World�Wide�Web or
Gopher connections� The students then progress to a series of modules ���
weeks� that introduce interactive molecular graphics techniques� These mod�
ules include exercises that require students to analyze protein structures using
geometrical measurements� surface property calculations� etc� Molecular me�
chanics techniques� including energy minimization and molecular dynamics�
are normally introduced in the next module ��� weeks�� A typical exercise in�
cluded with this module is a protein�small molecule or protein�protein docking
project� The docking exercises require that the students couple their newly
learned molecular mechanics techniques with the interactive graphics skills ac�
quired in the previous module� We also include exercises that allow students
to perform detailed numerical analyses for a protein molecular dynamics sim�
ulation� The students do not run the actual MD simulation as that would
be impractical with � students in the course� but each student is required
to perform all the necessary setup and preparation needed to run a detailed
protein MD simulation� Then� a module that covers sequence analysis and
alignment methods� secondary structure prediction techniques� and homology
modeling tools is presented � weeks�� The exercises in this module involve
sequence database searches� sequence identi�cation and classi�cation� etc� Af�
ter completion of this module� a �nal lab project is assigned� This modular
approach to lab exercises allows students to proceed at their own pace �within
reason�� For example� someone quite familiar with general computer skills and
molecular graphics software �techniques emphasized in the early modules� can
move quickly into more detailed molecular modeling and sequence analysis
exercises� Techniques and methods taught in each module are presented in
the context of real computational biology problems� rather than some arti��
cial task� For example� the sequence analysis module exercises require that
students take an unknown sequence �i�e�� a sequence newly reported in the
literature� and search databases via WWW or other network tools to locate
similar sequences and classify the unknown sequence in terms of protein fam�
ily and probable function� The �nal laboratory project combines most of the
techniques the students have learned during the course in an exercise designed
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to mimic �in greatly abbreviated form� a typical dissertation research project�
A representative exercise from recent years is a protein homology modeling
task� Students were given a sequence of a soluble� globular protein of unknown
three�dimensional structure� and instructed to generate a �D model for this
protein using whatever tools seemed appropriate� In this �nal exercise� stu�
dents are required to plan their research protocol and choose methods without
any assistance from the instructional sta�� A �nal report� written in the form
of a research article� forms the basis for the laboratory grade� Grading is based
primarily on the soundness and feasibility of their research strategy� execution
of techniques� and� to a lesser extent� quality of the �nal three�dimensional
model generated� The �nal module generally requires ��� weeks of relatively
intense laboratory work� In addition to the �nal lab exercise� the course grade
is also based on a written �nal exam �which tests for understanding of basic
concepts and terminology�� and two written reports� One report is an in�depth
review of a speci�c computational technique� and the other report is an ab�
breviated NIH research proposal that integrates a signi�cant computational
component in the research plan� Most students choose some aspect of their
dissertation project as the topic for this assignment�

This course has been extremely successful since its inception three years
ago� and routinely attracts more enrollees than we can accommodate� As the
course has evolved� we have continued to place greater emphasis on the labo�
ratory sessions� In laboratory� the students gain a much greater appreciation
for the capabilities and limitations of computational tools than would ever be
possible in lecture or journal club formats� Upon completion of the labora�
tory modules� it is expected that students will be able to use one or more
molecular graphics programs pro�ciently� and that they will have a rudimen�
tary working knowledge of various molecular mechanics and sequence analysis
techniques� Our experiences to date indicate that these are reasonable expec�
tations for �rst and second year graduate students� The only disadvantages of
our teaching approach are logistical in nature� it is extremely expensive and
labor�intensive to teach a laboratory�based computational biology course� The
instructional sta� spends a great deal of time working with students one�on�
one in the laboratory� It is also quite time�consuming to prepare appropriate
laboratory exercises� much more so than preparation of a series of lectures� for
example� It is essential that the laboratory be equipped adequately to pro�
vide a �real� computational biology research environment for the students� In
fact� our laboratory is used as a research facility when classes are not in ses�
sion� It is presently equipped with ten high performance interactive graphics
workstations �including stereo viewing hardware and ample memory and local
disk capacity� and two large� multi�processor compute and �le servers� The
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laboratory is also equipped with a wide range of commercial and academic
software for molecular modeling and sequence analysis� When we �rst began
to teach the course� we utilized primarily commercial software such as Insight
and Discover from Biosym� � We based this decision on the belief that the
elaborate graphical user interfaces and tight integration of compute features
in the commercial packages would make it easier for novice users to perform
the lab exercises� In recent years� we have relied increasingly on academic
software� much of it developed in our research group� as our primary teaching
tools� We routinely use molecular graphics packages like Midas �� PSSHOW �	

and MD�Display ��� and molecular mechanics programs like AMBER� �� We
discovered that many students were focusing too much on the elaborate inter�
face features in the commercial packages� Our academic software packages lack
sophisticated user interfaces for the most part� and require that students make
detailed choices regarding input parameters and options before they can run a
calculation� We feel this compels the students to understand the methods they
use in more detail� and to think more carefully about how the calculations are
performed �including more critical consideration as to whether a given calcu�
lation should even be performed�� To insure that students have ample access
to resources� course enrollment is restricted to � students per term� This en�
rollment cap insures that each student has personal access to a workstation for
as much as ten hours each week� When we �rst started teaching this course�
we often had students work in pairs in the laboratory sessions� but this proved
undesirable� Students did not tend to �explore� the capabilities of techniques
and software as much when they worked in teams� and often one member of
each pair would become a passive observer� For these students� the laboratory
exercises became little more than demonstration sessions conducted by their
lab partners�

While this course comprises the core of our computational biology cur�
riculum� several other computational biology courses are o�ered� Most focus
on biosystems modeling �e�g�� cardiovascular and microcirculation simulation�
pharmacokinetic modeling� etc�� and medical imaging analysis and reconstruc�
tion� Many of these courses have adopted our basic teaching approach� namely�
a heavy emphasis on laboratory exercises as opposed to lecture sessions�

��� Computational Biology as an Instructional Tool

As mentioned above� our teaching mission in the Center for Bioengineering
is to train interdisciplinary scientists for biological and biomedical research�
We have a diverse student population� most students enter the program with
physics� mathematics� or engineering backgrounds� and little formal course






work in biology or biochemistry� Many of these physical science and engineer�
ing students do not respond well in traditional biology courses� While many
biology disciplines� such as protein crystallography� physiology� and genetics�
are quantitatively rigorous� many other biology �elds are still taught primar�
ily as descriptive subjects� The lack of quantitative rigor contained in many
biology courses seriously diminishes their enthusiasm for biology� We have at�
tempted to develop courses that present basic biology concepts and material
from a more quantitative and physics�based perspective� and we have begun to
use various computational biology tools to facilitate the presentation of course
material� Basic protein structure�function lectures are presented not in a class�
room� but in the molecular graphics laboratory� and proteins are presented as
mechanical devices� to be examined in the context of an engineering structural
analysis problem� Evolutionary relationships among proteins can best be il�
lustrated by having students actually perform multiple sequence alignments
and generate simple phylogenetic trees� DNA replication and transcription
are presented as standard information storage and retrieval problems� in much
the same manner as would be taught in an electrical engineering course on
information storage systems� In short� biological systems are presented as an
assembly of molecular machinery� fully interpretable �at least in principle� us�
ing basic laws of mechanics and thermodynamics� and each important concept
is presented in terms of mathematical equations and models� if possible� This
change in perspective has had a dramatic impact for many of our students
from engineering and physical sciences backgrounds� They respond more en�
thusiastically in class� and grasp the basic course material more quickly and
completely than in �traditional� biology courses� This re�ects to a great extent
the tradition in engineering and physical sciences to make detailed quantita�
tive measurements and to understand systems through construction of models�
These �cultural attributes� of engineers and physical scientists interface nicely
with the philosophy and methodology of computational biology� While our
�edgling �Biology for Physicists and Engineers� course series is probably not
appropriate for all students� it has certainly been quite successful in our de�
partment thus far� Our favorable experience with application of computational
biology tools to help teach basic biology concepts� and similar experiences with
computational chemistry tools to aid chemistry education��� encourage us that
computational biology research tools may have a much broader applicability
in general biology education�
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� Summary

We have developed introductory courses to train graduate students and sta� in
the theory and application of computational techniques for biological research�
We have enjoyed considerable success to date� as evidenced by the general pop�
ularity of the courses and the eagerness of students to use techniques learned
in the course in their own research projects� Our experience clearly shows that
extensive laboratory exercises greatly enrich the class� We have also discov�
ered� somewhat serendipitously� that computational biology tools can in some
cases be useful teaching aids in basic biology classes� especially for students
from physics or engineering backgrounds� This discovery parallels recent ob�
servations in undergraduate chemical education� where it has been observed
that molecular modeling and computational chemistry tools can enhance the
learning experience substantially�
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